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EQUIVALENCE AND SLICE THEORY FOR SYMPLECTIC

FORMS ON CLOSED MANIFOLDS

R. C. SWANSON AND C. C. CHICONE

Abstract. In this paper, a study is made of the pullback action of the

diffeomorphism group on the totality of symplectic forms on a compact

manifold. For this action, the orbit is shown to be a smooth (Banach)

manifold consisting of a denumerable union of submanifolds, each lying in

a fixed cohomology class.

In addition, a precise characterization is given of those symplectic mani-

folds for which there is a local factorization of the pullback action in the

sense of a transverse "slice" of closed 2-forms, invariant under the group of

symplectic diffeomorphisms.

0. Introduction. A symplectic structure or form is a nondegenerate closed

2-form to on a compact connected smooth manifold M. Two symplectic forms

u and w' are equivalent if u' = f*w for some diffeomorphism /: M -» M. J.

Moser [6] was the first to make substantial progress on the problem of

deciding when two symplectic structures are equivalent. His landmark

discovery was that two symplectic structures which are homotopic and

cohomologous are equivalent. In this article, while relying to a certain extent

on his approach, we attack the problem from an infinite dimensional point of

view. Thus, we study a Banach or Fréchet "Lie group" (the group of Sobolev

or smooth diffeomorphisms of M) acting on a smooth manifold (the closed

2-forms). This program was exploited by Ebin [1] to construct a slice for the

pullback action of the diffeomorphism group on the manifold of metrics. The

deepest (and unsolved) problem is to characterize the group orbits for the

action of pullback on closed forms. In addition to Moser's result, it is known

that differential forms on a compact manifold are never stable under pullback

(Golubitsky and Tischler [3]). Given this constraint, one would like to know

whether a slice (a local factorization of the action) can be constructed for the

action of the diffeomorphism group.

We characterize the symplectic manifolds which admit a slice (Theorem

2.3). The lack of a slice in most cases (e.g. the 2«-torus) contrasts vividly with

Ebin's result in the metric case. In addition, we demonstrate that the orbit

(equivalence class) of a symplectic form is itself a smooth manifold composed

of a denumerable union of submanifolds each lying in a fixed cohomology

class (Theorem 3.7).
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1. Notation and terminology. M is a fixed compact connected smooth

manifold with symplectic structure to. G°°(AP) denotes the differential/?-forms

on M, Zp the closed subspace of closed/»-forms and HP(M) the/>th de Rham

cohomology group. If ÖD is the group of smooth orientation preserving

diffeomorphisms of M define for 9 in Zp the orbit map o^: 6D -» Zp by

To avoid the technical difficulties associated with the analysis on Fréchet

manifolds, we enlarge the smooth objects defined above to the appropriate

Sobolev (Hubert) manifolds. In place of ex,(Ap) one has DC (A*), Zp extends

Zp, and <$> extends to ty; the topological group of OC diffeomorphisms of

M. Unless otherwise indicated we require s > n/2 + 1 to assure that

elements of %s (Ap) and <& are & and that ^ is a smooth Hubert manifold.

For more details see Ebin [1] or Ebin and Marsden [2].

From the Hodge-de Rham decomposition theorem Zp is isomorphic to the

direct sum d[c)C+l(Ap~x)] © Hp where d is the exterior derivative and Hp is

the space of harmonic /7-forms with respect to some Riemannian metric on

M. Thus Hp is isomorphic to the/7th de Rham group HP(M).

For X in x(^f)> tne smooth vector fields on M, (or x'(M) the 50 vector

fields on M) let f, be a curve of diffeomorphisms of M tangent to A* and

define the Lie derivative of a/>-form 9 in the direction X by

Equivalently, we have Cartan's formula

£¿.0= i/(A*J0) + JTJdP

where J denotes the interior product.

2. The local theory. Fix a smooth /»-form 9. The orbit map o^ extends

uniquely to a smooth mapping a¿: 6D,+1-» ^(A') [2], The differential

Fid a«- Xs+l -» OC (A') is given by Fya^A*) = L^ö. For w a closed 2-form

Cartan's formula gives Lxu = d(XJui). Hence, the range of Tid aj¡ consists of

all exact 2-forms if w is symplectic.

Let ÖDU+1 denote the open subgroup of 6i)'+1 given by the identity

component which, in fact, corresponds to the set of diffeomorphisms isotopic

to the identity. For us, the restriction of 9SU to ÖD0+1 constitutes the local

theory, i.e. local in ÖD"+1. Since a* is smooth, the orbit set % = [f*u\f E

%+x) is a connected subset of the orbit 0^ = {f*u\f E 6i)*+1}. Amalgama-

ting the results of Moser [6] and Ebin and Marsden [2, Lemma 4.1] we now

show that a symplectic form is stable in its cohomology class; a notion first

formulated by Martinet [4].

Theorem 2.1. Fix s > \ dim M.Ifuisa smooth symplectic form on M then

the orbit 0O is a smooth connected submanifold of the space of closed forms Z2

with codimension k = b2, the second Betti number. In fact, % is open in the
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cohomology class [u]s = (to + da\a E CHC+X(AX(M))}. The same conclusions

hold in the category of smooth forms.

Proof. Since w is symplectic the differential of the orbit map a* at the

identity maps surjectively onto the exact 2-forms. As the pullbacks of to by

homotopic maps are cohomologous the image a^((%+x) lies in [u]s. There-

fore, a*: ÚD0+1 -*[«], is a submersion onto its image and the result follows

from the implicit function theorem. For the smooth case, note that ^ =

D ,>„/2 *%+ ' an<i íPve ®o = H i>„/2 % me hmrt topology. Then, the result

follows from the naturality of the construction. For details see Omori [7].

Q.E.D.
Next we explicitly exhibit the orbit % as a smooth homogeneous space of

%+x. For this, let Sp¿ denote the subgroup Sp¿ = {/ e %+x\f*a = w}.

S//¿ is a closed subgroup of *%+x, hence í5D¿+ ] / S/>¿+' inherits the identi-

fication topology from the canonical projection.

Theorem 2.2. The quotient %+x/SpÔ+x admits a differential structure such

that the projection Hs: 6DU+1 -» 6Do+1/e>/,o+1 is a submersion of Hilbert mani-

folds and the canonical coset map A; óDrj+1/e>/>o+1 -> % 8iven by §>p¿+1 •/-»

f*u is a C°° diffeomorphism.

Proof. Since 6D¿+ ' is a topological group acting transitively on %, the map

A is continuous and bijective (Montgomery and Zippin [5]). Since a£ =

A ° Iis and asu is an open mapping it follows that A is open and hence a

homeomorphism. Give 6Du+1/e>/'o+1 the differential structure that makes A a

diffeomorphism and note that then Tis = A~x ° a^is a submersion onto the

quotient space.   Q.E.D.

Remark. II, admits a smooth local cross section for s > n/2. Also,

IT = lim IL, admits a local continuous cross section in the smooth case.

For a group action Gx7v"-^7VletxE7V and let Gx denote the stabilizer

subgroup at x. A slice at x is a subset Sx of N containing x together with a

local cross section tj: G/Gx^*G defined in a neighborhood U of Gx such

that:

(i)GxSx = {g-s\gEGx,sESx) = Sx.

(ii) If gSx n Sx ¥-0, then g E Gx.

(iii) The map (u, s) -» rj(u) ■ s defines a local homeomorphism of U X Sx

onto a neighborhood of x in TV.

The pullback action of <>D on the manifold of Riemannian metrics admits a

slice through each metric. In the next theorem we classify the symplectic

manifolds which admit a slice.

Theorem 2.3. The symplectic manifold M admits a slice 2U at the symplectic

form a> if and only if H2(M) = R.

Proof. Assume 2U is a slice at u> and choose «' £ 2U. Let Sp'Q = Spu> n

^o and choose/ E Sp¿. Then,/V = w' and by (ii)/ E Spn, i.e. Sp¿ Q Sp0.
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Choose a Darboux chart for u', i.e. a coordinate neighborhood V c R2* in

which w' is constant. Let the local representative of u>' (resp. w) be ß' (resp. ß)

and define a family of linear infinitesimally symplectic maps Bx: R2k —> R2k

(a local bundle change of coordinates) for x E V such that for all u, v E R 2k

ß'(«, Bxv) = SLx(u, v). (1)

Whenever / is the local representative of a map in Spw n S/v such that

f(x) = x, we have for all u, v E R2k

U(Dfxu, DfxBxv) = ü'(Dfxu, BxDfxv) (2)

hence DfxBx = BxDfx.

Moreover, one shows easily that every linear symplectic map A is given by

the differential Dfx of some / E §/?0 with f(x) = x. For example, if x = 0

and T is any symmetric matrix the time one map of the Hamiltonian flow

generated by H(x) = \i\x, Fx> has differential eJT at zero (J2 = — 1). As

A = eJT for appropriate T, f is defined as the time one map for the

Hamiltonian flow obtained by extending H to all of M with a suitable bump

function. Thus, in view of the fact that Sp'0 c S/>0» Bx commutes with the

entire linear symplectic group of ß'. This implies Bx is a scalar matrix and

that w = Fu' for some nonvanishing function F: M -* R. But again, since

§Fo C §/?„, F ° f = F for all / E Sp0 and F is a nonzero constant. We have

thus shown that every w' is a constant multiple of u>. By (iii), 2U is a slice only

if H2(M) = R. In this case, conditions (i) and (ii) are obviously satisfied and

condition (iii) follows from the remark after Theorem 2.2.   Q.E.D.

Remark. When H2(M) = R, the slice 2U is given by the open ray {rw},>0

in Z2. Moreover, the map w -» wk is a 6D-equivariant local submersion of the

symplectic forms onto the volume elements which sends the slice 2U to a slice

2U* for the group action on volumes.

Example. A slice exists at each symplectic form on CF" but not for F2".

Since the proof of Theorem 2.3 depends on condition (ii) one might

conjecture the existence of a "slice" which fails to satisfy this property. We

can prove

Proposition 2.4. If the second Betti number of M is p > 1 there does not

exist a manifold 2U satisfying (i) Sp0 • 2U = 2U and (ii) 2U is transverse to the

cohomology class [<o] of u in Z2.

Proof. Assume 2,, exists. Since 2,, is a manifold we can define F,,2,, = E

the tangent space to 2W at u and by (ii) dim E = p > 1. For/ E Sp^f* acts

linearly on 2-forms so the tangent map Tu(f*) = f* and f*: E —* E. As / is

homotopic to the identity f*9 E [9] for any closed 2-form, hence Sp0- 9 c

[9] for each 9 £ E. But, then $p0 • 9 c E n [9] and, since £ n [9] = 9 by

the transversality, Sp0 -9 = 9. Now, for each element 0 in a neighborhood of

the origin in E, 9 + w is symplectic. Set w' = 0 + w and note that for

/ E Sp0, /*w' = a/, i.e. S/>0 c S/v. By the argument given in Theorem 2.3,
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to' = tu. This means a + « = tu or a = (t — l)co which implies dim E = 1.

Q.E.D.

3. The global theory. In this section we enlarge the identity component

6D0+1 to the full group of (orientation-preserving) diffeomorphisms 6i)s+1. The

symbol ty denotes, as before, the group of smooth diffeomorphisms of M2k.

Recall that in Theorem 2.2 we established the existence of a

diffeomorphism

for s > k characterizing the orbit of the smooth form w as a homogeneous

space of the identity component of 6i)s+ '. In this section one may work in the

Sobolev (%s) or smooth (6°°) category. In the latter case, the above

diffeomorphism becomes a homeomorphism.

The global properties of the action u-*f*a are complicated by the

presence of, possibly, an uncountable number of connected components in fy

(or 6i>!+1). Fortunately, as we will demonstrate, the global orbit 0* = {f*u\f

E 6Di+1} exhibits more uniformity.

To simplify our presentation, we introduce the subgroup of ÖDS+1,

fr+1-{/-e^+1|[/»«],-[«],},

Proposition 3.1. The coset space §s+x/Sps+X is homeomorphic to the open

subset of [w]s given by 0§+ ' = 0^+ ' n [u>]s, and consists of a union of open

components homeomorphic to 0O.

Proof. We sketch the straightforward proof. Define the group

£*+1 = [f e <^+x\f*^ = g*^,foTSomeg E %+x).

Then the coset map

%+x/Sp¿+x^Zs+x/SP*u+x,

is bijective, continuous, and open; i.e., a homeomorphism. But öD0+1/^/,o+1

is homeomorphic to 0O+1 (Theorem 2.2) and the quotient §s+x/§* is a union

of open components homeomorphic to ts+x / Sp¿+ '.   Q.E.D.

The diffeomorphism group 6Di+1 induces an action on cohomology by

defining for each / E fy°+x and [u]s E H2[M]; f[a]s = [f*u]s. Let Ofo

denote the orbit of this action-the set of cohomologically distinct equivalent

symplectic structures.

Theorem 3.2. The following assertions hold for the symplectic closed manifold

M.

(1) ©¡'„j is a discrete submanifold of H2(M) homeomorphic to the quotient

manifold <®+l/§s+x.

(2) The global orbit G*u of forms equivalent to u is naturally homeomorphic to

the product &¡a] X 0|.
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Proof. (1) From the orbit principle for the group action (o^"1"1)* on

H2(M), the sets ty*+x/§s+l and 0"u] are in one-to-one correspondence. We

now show that &^uX is a discrete (countable) submanifold, and so the bijection

is a homeomorphism.

Since 0[u] does not depend on "s", we delete it for simplicity. Let p > 1

denote the second Betti number of M, and suppose T = {r,}?_, is a basis for

the maximal free submodule in H2(M, Z). Then T is a basis for H2(M, R),

and we may denote the corresponding dual basis for (H2(M, R))* as {y,}/_i.

By the de Rham Theorem, [w] = 2 C,y, where C, = /r. w. If / is in ÖD, then

[f*u>] = 2 d¡y¡ with d¡ = jv f*co = //o r w. As there exist integers Nki(f) such

that

/°r,. = 2Tvfa.(/)i\,
k

then

4=2 NuCk   and    [/•«] = 2 ^,QY/..
A fa

Thus, assertion (1) is proved.

(2) This result is now immediate from Proposition 3.1 and the decom-

position

<&+x/Sps+x a <s¡r-+yg«+i x §S+X/Sps+X.      Q.E.D.

As a final remark, the reader might wish to contrast the symplectic forms

with contact structures, which are stable under change of coordinates. Thus

any one-form 9' close to a one-form 9 which induces a contact structure on

M = M2k+X is equivalent to a function multiple of 9. This fact suggests a

slice for such one-forms, and may provide a means of deciding whether a

manifold admits a contact structure.
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